1
00:00:21,690 --> 00:00:31,060
Intro Music: do you want to report
you at home Ares 31 do you wish to
2
00:00:31,059 --> 00:00:45,488
Intro Music: report a UFO over Ares 31 do you wish to
file a report of any kind of airy 31 me
3
00:00:45,488 --> 00:00:59,419
Intro Music: neither
there were seven one Papa golf negative
4
00:01:03,899 --> 00:01:11,219
Intro Music: I don't know what at least two 3,000
feet above the
5
00:01:37,299 --> 00:01:42,289
welcome to UFO chronicles a place where
people share their experiences of the
6
00:01:42,290 --> 00:01:48,410
strange and unexplained if you've had an
encounter I would like to be on the show
7
00:01:48,409 --> 00:01:59,899
you can email me at UFOchronicles@gmail.com today's guest Gary doesn't
8
00:01:59,900 --> 00:02:03,710
really need an introduction as he is
very well known in the field of ufology
9
00:02:03,709 --> 00:02:09,439
his interest of UFOs anti-gravity and
the suppression of free energy got him
10
00:02:09,439 --> 00:02:13,669
in a little bit of trouble with the US
government and that is a big
11
00:02:13,669 --> 00:02:19,250
understatement due to conflicting work
schedules Gary was kind enough to give
12
00:02:19,250 --> 00:02:27,500
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us the audio for today's podcast please
welcome Gary McKinnon in March of 2002 I
13
00:02:27,500 --> 00:02:32,930
was arrested for hacking into Army Navy
and Air Force computers as well as the
14
00:02:32,930 --> 00:02:37,519
Pentagon and NASA the arresting officers
from the national high-tech crime unit
15
00:02:37,519 --> 00:02:42,950
which is now part of our soccer the
Serious Organised Crime Agency told me
16
00:02:42,949 --> 00:02:47,000
that I'd probably do six months
community service this turned out to be
17
00:02:47,000 --> 00:02:52,269
a highly inaccurate prediction my
arresting officers went to Washington
18
00:02:52,269 --> 00:02:58,069
met with some top brass to discuss my
case and also to illegally hand over my
19
00:02:58,069 --> 00:03:02,479
hard drive to US authorities which
they're still in possession of the
20
00:03:02,479 --> 00:03:05,419
police officers were obviously very
impressed by the military officers
21
00:03:05,419 --> 00:03:09,859
they've met because when they returned
from Washington and interviewed me for
22
00:03:09,860 --> 00:03:13,190
the second time
that a very serious tone about them as
23
00:03:13,189 --> 00:03:17,539
it was a very different ballgame by then
the second interview was in the summer
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24
00:03:17,539 --> 00:03:22,759
of 2002 in August I think and in
November of the same year the US
25
00:03:22,759 --> 00:03:26,239
authorities announced that they intended
to actually like me to stand trial in
26
00:03:26,240 --> 00:03:30,659
America
and on paper at least I was facing 70
27
00:03:30,659 --> 00:03:35,639
years in jail which was a far cry from
six-month community service so that was
28
00:03:35,639 --> 00:03:40,859
very shocking at the time they announced
their intention to extradite the
29
00:03:40,860 --> 00:03:44,580
extradition treaty between the UK and
the u.s. required that evidence be
30
00:03:44,580 --> 00:03:48,990
produced for strongly supported the
allegations before a UK citizen could be
31
00:03:48,990 --> 00:03:54,360
taken to the US US citizens were
protected by the Constitution and strong
32
00:03:54,360 --> 00:03:59,630
evidence was also required to actually
die them unfortunately for me my case
33
00:03:59,629 --> 00:04:08,789
amongst others it was at a time when
hacking was a big problem and my case
34
00:04:08,789 --> 00:04:12,870
and others had catalyzed the US and the
UK into arranging an entirely new
35
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00:04:12,870 --> 00:04:16,108
extradition treaty while we're
supporting evidence was no longer
36
00:04:16,108 --> 00:04:20,789
required to extradite a UK citizen to
the US but you guys were still protected
37
00:04:20,790 --> 00:04:25,920
by the Constitution and this necessary
imbalance as one of the architects of
38
00:04:25,920 --> 00:04:31,410
the treaty once called there still
exists in this day going from six months
39
00:04:31,410 --> 00:04:35,040
community service to the thought of the
rest of my life in a foreign prison was
40
00:04:35,040 --> 00:04:40,110
obviously a major leap and a terrifying
one the US authorities called my actions
41
00:04:40,110 --> 00:04:43,980
the biggest military computer hack
happen which is patently untrue since
42
00:04:43,980 --> 00:04:48,270
there have been a few viruses that got
into many more computer delighted I got
43
00:04:48,269 --> 00:04:53,129
into the less than 100 I think was about
97 but the real bottom line here with
44
00:04:53,129 --> 00:04:57,719
the damage accusations I was accused of
damaging every PC that I was on and so
45
00:04:57,720 --> 00:05:01,440
the amount of damage I've done to each
PC was exactly five thousand dollars
46
00:05:01,439 --> 00:05:05,370
worth and that happened to be the magic
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figure necessary to support to support
47
00:05:05,370 --> 00:05:11,730
an action request so I realized I was
being fitted up from the damaged damaged
48
00:05:11,730 --> 00:05:15,780
but you can't prove a negative under the
new treaty there was no burden of proof
49
00:05:15,779 --> 00:05:20,129
for the u.s. they just had to state your
crime in your name so I was looking
50
00:05:20,129 --> 00:05:26,000
great bleep faith bad for me two years
went by without me hearing much more
51
00:05:26,000 --> 00:05:30,839
this was due to the treaty having to be
ratified by the Senate for some reason
52
00:05:30,839 --> 00:05:33,750
they were dragging their heels which was
odd since but I've read the draft of the
53
00:05:33,750 --> 00:05:37,319
treaty it was actually written in US
English for the American spelling which
54
00:05:37,319 --> 00:05:42,959
was kind of telling
I lost my career in IT due to this so I
55
00:05:42,959 --> 00:05:48,629
went and got my forklift license and got
a job there local luggage warehouse I've
56
00:05:48,629 --> 00:05:53,219
been lost this job due to all the
publicity lost a room I rented because
57
00:05:53,220 --> 00:05:57,000
the landlord did like all the press
hanging around lost my girlfriend of 12
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58
00:05:57,000 --> 00:06:01,620
years so I was being pretty crappy so I
just ate it hugely and spent those two
59
00:06:01,620 --> 00:06:09,870
years very downright employed in 2005 I
got another job strangely working for
60
00:06:09,870 --> 00:06:14,759
EDS electronic data systems a large
American company I finished my first day
61
00:06:14,759 --> 00:06:20,490
and then made my way home and I was down
the road to my front door three gigantic
62
00:06:20,490 --> 00:06:24,509
men approached me big burly men
identified themselves at the New
63
00:06:24,509 --> 00:06:28,230
Scotland Yard expedition squad I just
courted me up to my room
64
00:06:28,230 --> 00:06:32,610
that was renting in a shared house they
insisted I'm taking my computer even
65
00:06:32,610 --> 00:06:36,270
though they could see I had no internet
in the house they told me that I was a
66
00:06:36,269 --> 00:06:40,529
fugitive US law which I thought was kind
of strange how do you be a fugitive when
67
00:06:40,529 --> 00:06:44,069
you're not trying to escape
you know once again like the logic of
68
00:06:44,069 --> 00:06:46,889
international law enforcement had
escaped me but there was no action
69
00:06:46,889 --> 00:06:51,389
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escape for me because the officers drove
me to the police station my submit to a
70
00:06:51,389 --> 00:06:54,750
DNA sample you're told if you refused
that they just keep gonna sell until
71
00:06:54,750 --> 00:07:01,019
they get probation from there the high
Spector I would call the next day for my
72
00:07:01,019 --> 00:07:04,319
bail conditions to be set and this was
do being call for an extradition hearing
73
00:07:04,319 --> 00:07:08,790
not the actual criminal trial I wasn't
given the opportunity to washed or
74
00:07:08,790 --> 00:07:12,870
change my clothes so I walked into court
looking like a complete scoffs bag and I
75
00:07:12,870 --> 00:07:16,230
could see their distaste on the face the
judge or perhaps he always looked like
76
00:07:16,230 --> 00:07:22,950
that then the u.s. asks for a ten
thousand pounds bail and for me to have
77
00:07:22,949 --> 00:07:27,750
to sign on it one local police station
every single hour which is impossible my
78
00:07:27,750 --> 00:07:31,199
local police station was half power
where I lived so I'd either have to get
79
00:07:31,199 --> 00:07:35,490
no sleep or sleep at the police station
luckily the judge saw that this was a
80
00:07:35,490 --> 00:07:39,689
nonsense request so I was required to
sign on at the police station each
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81
00:07:39,689 --> 00:07:45,209
evening eventually we also got the bail
drop to five thousand pounds since I'd
82
00:07:45,209 --> 00:07:48,629
lost my job my parents lost the children
for a living didn't have any savings at
83
00:07:48,629 --> 00:07:53,038
the time
excuse me my favors paid by friends
84
00:07:53,038 --> 00:07:57,509
family all contributing look good I'll
go over the rest of the events unless
85
00:07:57,509 --> 00:08:01,860
death this is just a chronology of court
hearings and decisions is kind of like
86
00:08:01,860 --> 00:08:08,729
that boring bit the very depressing but
boring to the retail in 2006 at my first
87
00:08:08,728 --> 00:08:13,199
extradition hearing and the judge ruled
that my extradition could be allowed but
88
00:08:13,199 --> 00:08:17,189
the final decision was to be made by the
Home Secretary who also decided it was
89
00:08:17,189 --> 00:08:20,759
5:00 to send me over there without any
evidence of damage the US authorities
90
00:08:20,759 --> 00:08:24,419
started to play dirty I'm saying if I
didn't come over of my own free will
91
00:08:24,418 --> 00:08:29,098
then they'd give me the maximum 70 years
sentence once I was over there my
92
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00:08:29,098 --> 00:08:32,610
solicitor was told by Ed Gibson who was
the attache at the u.s. embassy at the
93
00:08:32,610 --> 00:08:37,229
time but they wanted to see me fry which
was of course a reference to the
94
00:08:37,229 --> 00:08:41,820
electric chair suspected me with
imprisonment in America under Moochie
95
00:08:41,820 --> 00:08:45,600
order number one which means a secret
trial with the jury of military
96
00:08:45,600 --> 00:08:50,399
personnel no opportunity to speak to the
press they also informed me I'd be
97
00:08:50,399 --> 00:08:54,208
allowed no visits from anyone so they
played the pressure I wish the DOJ as
98
00:08:54,208 --> 00:08:59,609
you may or may not know did thoughts
does in 2007 we went to the High Court
99
00:08:59,610 --> 00:09:04,019
to try and overturn the decision of Home
Secretary to allow the extradition but
100
00:09:04,019 --> 00:09:09,240
the High Court puted booster and then in
2008 we went to the House of Lords but
101
00:09:09,240 --> 00:09:13,470
they also refused servitor decision so
the next Avenue was to go to the
102
00:09:13,470 --> 00:09:18,570
European Court of Human Rights we lost
the appeal to go there let alone
103
00:09:18,570 --> 00:09:26,010
actually you know later that year I was
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doing an interview on ITV and after the
104
00:09:26,009 --> 00:09:30,600
interview quite a few people contacted
ITV to say that they thought I was on
105
00:09:30,600 --> 00:09:33,120
the autistic spectrum
thought I should get diagnosed by a
106
00:09:33,120 --> 00:09:37,889
professional to see if this was the case
I didn't like being told or maybe on the
107
00:09:37,889 --> 00:09:42,269
spectrum and I was far too depressed to
welcome people analyzing me and you know
108
00:09:42,269 --> 00:09:46,620
poking around my brain but I went along
with it since everyone was advising me
109
00:09:46,620 --> 00:09:51,419
to do so and ultimately I was diagnosed
but five or six of the top people in the
110
00:09:51,419 --> 00:09:56,000
UK and they all agreed that I had
Asperger's it was almost on the spectrum
111
00:09:56,000 --> 00:09:59,909
and as I said no one likes being
diagnosed as having a syndrome of any
112
00:09:59,909 --> 00:10:03,778
kind but it did explain a lot people
don't was thought I was
113
00:10:03,778 --> 00:10:09,240
a little bit weird and kind of robotic
ever to school though now at least had
114
00:10:09,240 --> 00:10:13,079
some kind of explanation for that you
know something to blame it on when it
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115
00:10:13,078 --> 00:10:16,559
turned out that having Asperger's helped
with the case as well because it's a
116
00:10:16,559 --> 00:10:21,268
medical condition since my actions but
due to my hyper inflated sense of truth
117
00:10:21,269 --> 00:10:26,100
and justice which is apparently quite
common in people with Asperger's a
118
00:10:26,100 --> 00:10:29,790
normal person would have broken the law
and the way I did to find information on
119
00:10:29,789 --> 00:10:36,748
UFOs it was a very extreme act so I can
see that now in late 2008 we appealed to
120
00:10:36,749 --> 00:10:41,459
the new Home Secretary but she also had
low sympathy for my situation and said
121
00:10:41,458 --> 00:10:47,248
she would allow the extradition and then
in 2009 we had a judicial review and we
122
00:10:47,249 --> 00:10:53,040
found out Crown Prosecution Service was
like being part of just nuts that the US
123
00:10:53,039 --> 00:10:58,019
authorities had no evidence whatsoever
I'd done any damage was pure hearsay yet
124
00:10:58,019 --> 00:11:01,528
the CPS still refused to prosecute me in
my own country which is why I was asking
125
00:11:01,528 --> 00:11:06,208
I wasn't asking to be let off go
scot-free I wanted you caged well
126
00:11:06,208 --> 00:11:16,078
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basically Supreme Court something we
didn't have when I was first arrested we
127
00:11:16,078 --> 00:11:21,679
were refused leave to appeal to the
Supreme Court and then in late 2009 the
128
00:11:21,679 --> 00:11:25,109
Home Office agreed to put the
extradition on holes where they live to
129
00:11:25,110 --> 00:11:28,800
that medical evidence but they said
they'd received assurances from US
130
00:11:28,799 --> 00:11:32,909
authorities that all of my medical needs
would be met the u.s. prison now that
131
00:11:32,909 --> 00:11:36,389
statement was patently untrue since US
jails have a very bad record when it
132
00:11:36,389 --> 00:11:41,399
comes to looking after mentally ill
inmates there's lots were happy at
133
00:11:41,399 --> 00:11:47,490
December 2009 we submitted a new appeal to challenge the extradition and
134
00:11:47,490 --> 00:11:53,639
in January were allowed the new judicial
review in the spring of 2010 the new
135
00:11:53,639 --> 00:11:57,120
Home Secretary Theresa May
actually agreed to put the a traditional
136
00:11:57,120 --> 00:12:00,990
hold again while the new medical
evidence was looked at and in some of
137
00:12:00,990 --> 00:12:05,009
the same year Prime Minister David
Cameron President Obama ventured my case
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138
00:12:05,009 --> 00:12:08,428
and television hoping that they could
work together to find a suitable
139
00:12:08,428 --> 00:12:13,269
solution
in September of 2005 we managed to get a
140
00:12:13,269 --> 00:12:19,090
review of the extradition treaty itself
OH&S Patricia Scotland one of people
141
00:12:19,090 --> 00:12:22,660
that helps push the treaty through and
said herself that the treaty was
142
00:12:22,659 --> 00:12:26,169
necessarily a balanced due to u.s.
citizens being protected by the
143
00:12:26,169 --> 00:12:31,240
Constitution and David Blunkett who had
signed the treaty in the UK admitted
144
00:12:31,240 --> 00:12:39,250
that he might have given too much away
in the spring of 2011 on a visit to the
145
00:12:39,250 --> 00:12:43,899
UK president obama said he'd respect any
decision made by the UK judicial system
146
00:12:43,899 --> 00:12:48,789
which was to hear about you growing
support from the Conservative Party
147
00:12:48,789 --> 00:12:54,309
she's like you're Republicans Soviet and
apart from a few noble individuals the
148
00:12:54,309 --> 00:12:58,659
late party which is like Democrats we're
absolutely useless and no qualms and
149
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00:12:58,659 --> 00:13:04,990
send him into the pond severely
depressed for years I was on Prozac I
150
00:13:04,990 --> 00:13:09,940
was really like barely leaving the house
I'd also bought enough potassium
151
00:13:09,940 --> 00:13:14,860
chloride to kill myself with and rather
than placing 70 years in a foreign jail
152
00:13:14,860 --> 00:13:19,480
potassium chloride the third chemical
used in the triple South chemicals per
153
00:13:19,480 --> 00:13:23,680
lethal injection as far as I was
concerned these people wanted to see me
154
00:13:23,679 --> 00:13:26,799
fry or see me brought so I wasn't gonna
let them control the terms all the
155
00:13:26,799 --> 00:13:33,339
method my demise a 2012 I refused to see
the government appointed doctors I've
156
00:13:33,340 --> 00:13:36,519
already been assessed by the top
independent people in the land and saw
157
00:13:36,519 --> 00:13:40,509
no reason to submit to further tests
especially since the pair of doctors the
158
00:13:40,509 --> 00:13:43,629
government wanted to use and a track
record of getting the results the
159
00:13:43,629 --> 00:13:49,139
government wanted you know what I mean
as finally on October the 15th and 2012
160
00:13:49,139 --> 00:13:52,389
to resume he announced her decision to
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block the extradition
161
00:13:52,389 --> 00:13:59,500
my family my girlfriend and I cried like
babies like ours this year purely ten
162
00:13:59,500 --> 00:14:03,669
and a half years worth of T is just
product there are places there was still
163
00:14:03,669 --> 00:14:09,159
the possibility for UK trial which is
what campaigning all this time bit
164
00:14:09,159 --> 00:14:14,259
December on my mum's birthday at the CPS
the Crown Prosecution Service and knows
165
00:14:14,259 --> 00:14:20,319
that there would be no UK trial and the
audience finally up so that's that's the
166
00:14:20,320 --> 00:14:25,360
decade-long legal battle the chronology
of events but I think it's also porns
167
00:14:25,360 --> 00:14:31,389
give you a very brief history of me and
why decide attack into these systems so
168
00:14:31,389 --> 00:14:36,939
I was born in Glasgow in 1966 I have no
siblings my parents broke up when I was
169
00:14:36,940 --> 00:14:42,010
six spent another year living in Glasgow
with my dad before going down to London
170
00:14:42,009 --> 00:14:47,830
till it was my pub and stepdad my
parents always encouraged the use of
171
00:14:47,830 --> 00:14:51,970
imagination and creativity so I was
quite a self-sufficient child in turn
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172
00:14:51,970 --> 00:14:58,620
play recreation questions about the
Stars the moon and the other planets
173
00:14:58,620 --> 00:15:03,399
this fascination just proved as I've
about the mate a always maintaining a
174
00:15:03,399 --> 00:15:07,539
source of laypersons interest and
astronomy and some all things space
175
00:15:07,539 --> 00:15:13,779
related I did have one UFO sighting
myself just the one yeah I've ever seen
176
00:15:13,779 --> 00:15:18,009
something with my own eyes the sky that
I just couldn't explain I was in my
177
00:15:18,009 --> 00:15:22,899
bedroom there was at the top house to
him it's about eleven twelve I think I
178
00:15:22,899 --> 00:15:28,419
just looking up the sky at dusk glowing
red light assuming for my very high
179
00:15:28,419 --> 00:15:34,269
extreme left going a massive arc right
across the sky to the horizon am i right
180
00:15:34,269 --> 00:15:38,529
this wasn't it wasn't travelling in a
straight line it was really digging it
181
00:15:38,529 --> 00:15:42,100
was like Brownian motion do lots of
scene when he random Wiggles as it's
182
00:15:42,100 --> 00:15:47,350
part of this course and a strange thing
I mean yeah if you've been flying in
183
00:15:47,350 --> 00:15:49,960
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that thing I would have thought you'd
just be thrown around like a rag doll
184
00:15:49,960 --> 00:15:55,509
but who knows when I was about 12 I
joined before the British UFO Research
185
00:15:55,509 --> 00:16:00,399
Association which is still going flock
today the extension of an interest in
186
00:16:00,399 --> 00:16:03,370
the Stars turn interested the life that
may live in the planets around that
187
00:16:03,370 --> 00:16:08,230
stuff isn't natural before there's some
may be visiting us was extremely
188
00:16:08,230 --> 00:16:13,690
interesting extremely interesting of
course as it turns into a young man he
189
00:16:13,690 --> 00:16:17,890
develops other interests and my passion
for science and space for knob was put
190
00:16:17,889 --> 00:16:23,409
the back burner for sometimes I started
to explore other aspects of life I left
191
00:16:23,409 --> 00:16:27,490
school and spent years doing different
jobs from laboring to hairdressing to
192
00:16:27,490 --> 00:16:32,620
office bobs factory work warehouse work
I spent about a year in each job
193
00:16:32,620 --> 00:16:37,570
looking for something we could all way
in fest as what that always said most
194
00:16:37,570 --> 00:16:41,920
jobs aren't interesting son that's why
they pay you to do them it's toxic
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195
00:16:41,919 --> 00:16:49,959
I didn't leave scope with many
qualifications but I did have a passion
196
00:16:49,960 --> 00:16:54,639
for computers of the self-taught program
at first in basic and then in assembly
197
00:16:54,639 --> 00:16:58,449
language or machine code and if you're
the sort of person then you'll know that
198
00:16:58,450 --> 00:17:01,900
you end up being the one that all your
friends call for help their computers go
199
00:17:01,899 --> 00:17:06,639
wrong it still happens to this day very
not and then one day someone suggested I
200
00:17:06,640 --> 00:17:13,449
should try and get a job in computing
which wait myself not having any formal
201
00:17:13,449 --> 00:17:16,329
qualifications or experience the only
jobs I could get initially were
202
00:17:16,328 --> 00:17:20,529
installation and upgrade contracts where
a business was moving for like windows
203
00:17:20,529 --> 00:17:25,720
311 the windows for workgroups yes it's
a long time ago and it's time with arm
204
00:17:25,720 --> 00:17:29,019
the my experienced crew I was eventually
contracting to networking selections
205
00:17:29,019 --> 00:17:34,900
maintenance publish to ting that
eventually systems administration there
206
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00:17:34,900 --> 00:17:41,440
one day one of my jobs in like 2/3 or 94
I got my first look at the Internet Wow
207
00:17:41,440 --> 00:17:46,690
using the mosaic browser I was amazed
that we could view text and images or
208
00:17:46,690 --> 00:17:50,049
the computers on the other side of the
world it's fantastic I knew it'd be a
209
00:17:50,049 --> 00:17:53,470
big thing in time to come and I
definitely want to get in my house to
210
00:17:53,470 --> 00:17:58,059
not just to work Microsoft I usually
said it didn't think there's anything to
211
00:17:58,059 --> 00:18:02,279
it but I don't know if that's a rumor
that's true but they're pairing this I
212
00:18:02,279 --> 00:18:08,319
got my first dial-up connection in 95 by
then we had a variety of search engines
213
00:18:08,319 --> 00:18:12,879
no Google yet and millions of websites
so it already become a useful resource
214
00:18:12,880 --> 00:18:17,470
and the number of UFO enthusiasts sites
was astounding so many of them I can
215
00:18:17,470 --> 00:18:21,670
only believe it might a lot of catching
up to do so whatever I could have browse
216
00:18:21,670 --> 00:18:25,840
the net reading up on UFO history and
how the phenomena it's grown over the
217
00:18:25,839 --> 00:18:29,619
years
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around this time fuel prices were very
218
00:18:29,619 --> 00:18:34,509
high in my country we had cases of
elderly people in the UK having to
219
00:18:34,509 --> 00:18:39,549
choose between warmth and food we called
it heater eats eating or eating and many
220
00:18:39,549 --> 00:18:42,970
of them died due to hypothermia because
they couldn't afford to pay their fuel
221
00:18:42,970 --> 00:18:47,160
bills
as a grave problem to this day in 2015
222
00:18:47,160 --> 00:18:54,850
15,000 people in Britain died due to
so-called fuel poverty 15,000 people one
223
00:18:54,849 --> 00:18:57,909
subject have been a lot about in
connection with UFOs was to free energy
224
00:18:57,910 --> 00:19:03,100
our power source there was virtually
unlimited output more energy and was
225
00:19:03,099 --> 00:19:08,678
required to operate it they call over
unity devices and it's not a mystery by
226
00:19:08,679 --> 00:19:13,509
the way everyone has an over unity
device in the home is your fridge the
227
00:19:13,509 --> 00:19:18,400
average refrigerator is about three
times over unity and because the heat it
228
00:19:18,400 --> 00:19:23,830
puts out you can't make the heater puts
out with the energy that goes in very
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229
00:19:23,829 --> 00:19:27,069
well made fridge like a science
laboratory French can be up to five or
230
00:19:27,069 --> 00:19:30,308
six times
over unity interesting fact so though he
231
00:19:30,308 --> 00:19:35,230
can create or destroy energy he can
transform it and kind of amplify it
232
00:19:35,230 --> 00:19:40,990
somehow I don't know I'm not a physicist
so in my mind these lines of force
233
00:19:40,990 --> 00:19:44,980
converge both people dying no energy
then possibly free energy that's been
234
00:19:44,980 --> 00:19:49,390
hidden from us usually unfair so many of
today's problems could be solved if we
235
00:19:49,390 --> 00:19:54,250
had free energy and the UFOs that had
went so much about what so many videos
236
00:19:54,250 --> 00:19:59,440
off they seem to operate on a propulsive
principle there was extremely advanced
237
00:19:59,440 --> 00:20:01,420
and probably tapping the zero-point
energy
238
00:20:01,420 --> 00:20:05,740
don't worry about literally pumping
electrons you know from the fluctuations
239
00:20:05,740 --> 00:20:10,179
of the fabric of the universe this crazy
stuff so why didn't we have this
240
00:20:10,179 --> 00:20:11,950
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technology
you know many countries around the world
241
00:20:11,950 --> 00:20:16,330
have a serious interest in UFOs even
detailing in their Air Forces
242
00:20:16,329 --> 00:20:20,439
instruction manuals how to engage one
and house reporter we have the famous
243
00:20:20,440 --> 00:20:24,519
Roswell case where bodies and a craft
was supposedly recovered so why didn't
244
00:20:24,519 --> 00:20:27,849
we have amazing flying vehicles and you
know free energy for everyone why why
245
00:20:27,849 --> 00:20:33,399
would you keep that from people elitism
obvious it's it's not your standard
246
00:20:33,400 --> 00:20:37,720
radar installation the monitors disguise
for your photo tracking and it's not
247
00:20:37,720 --> 00:20:41,920
your regular army that goes out and
recovers crashed UFOs as everyone here
248
00:20:41,920 --> 00:20:45,370
knows these projects are special access
and secret compartmented
249
00:20:45,369 --> 00:20:49,299
it's a very few people see the big
picture and if there are any so-called
250
00:20:49,299 --> 00:20:53,859
disruptive technologies they end up in
the hands of a relatively small group of
251
00:20:53,859 --> 00:20:58,349
people probably in the
10,000 or less so yes rather than the
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252
00:20:58,349 --> 00:21:03,509
public at large and secrets are never
good in any relationship but um secrets
253
00:21:03,509 --> 00:21:07,589
kept for the people and the state by
force is not known of the worst kind of
254
00:21:07,589 --> 00:21:13,199
secrets so I started to wonder you know
would it be possible and to seek out the
255
00:21:13,200 --> 00:21:17,069
truth the matter by the internet and by
using my networking knowledge to track
256
00:21:17,069 --> 00:21:22,319
down these unknown forces and get a look
at that data too many people this you
257
00:21:22,319 --> 00:21:25,710
know just seems like a mad idea but to
me it was a noble cause and worth
258
00:21:25,710 --> 00:21:30,210
looking into but it's a big problem you
know how do you track down a secret
259
00:21:30,210 --> 00:21:35,160
group of elitists coveting recovered
alien technology the probably have their
260
00:21:35,160 --> 00:21:39,240
own quantum computing network and time
travel machines by now who knows where
261
00:21:39,240 --> 00:21:43,529
they even have data on the Internet we
don't known to be try but where'd he
262
00:21:43,529 --> 00:21:49,799
start then sometime in the spring of
2001 I think it was I was told about dr.
263
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00:21:49,799 --> 00:21:53,579
Steven Greer is upcoming disclosure
project conference at the National Press
264
00:21:53,579 --> 00:21:58,500
Club in DC and here was a man who'd
spent years gatherings had got the most
265
00:21:58,500 --> 00:22:02,609
incredible UFO witness list interviewing
them bonding with them respecting their
266
00:22:02,609 --> 00:22:06,779
anonymity when required and as I
listened to him speak with like true
267
00:22:06,779 --> 00:22:10,740
passion and eloquence about the subject
he became an instant hero to me instant
268
00:22:10,740 --> 00:22:14,730
hero right up there were the likes of
the Moulton Howe but Hopkins Stanton
269
00:22:14,730 --> 00:22:20,009
Friedman and many many others in the UFO
soon it was an amazing body of evidence
270
00:22:20,009 --> 00:22:25,140
and all from the mouths of mature Tyrese
in the main inhale positions raging from
271
00:22:25,140 --> 00:22:30,030
radar hardware engineers to US Air Force
lieutenant Colonel's at about you know
272
00:22:30,029 --> 00:22:34,319
Jenna and these people were from all of
the Armed Forces right across the board
273
00:22:34,319 --> 00:22:37,349
as well as but it seems from the
intelligence community it really was a
274
00:22:37,349 --> 00:22:41,609
fantastic collection of people telling
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their stories I bought the disclosure
275
00:22:41,609 --> 00:22:45,509
project book wanting to know more of
these people's stories and more
276
00:22:45,509 --> 00:22:49,109
importantly to use the book for
intelligence gathering of possible
277
00:22:49,109 --> 00:22:52,769
locations that were internet connected
and had something to do with the UFO
278
00:22:52,769 --> 00:22:59,190
cover-up and the book as far as I was
concerned dr. gray is star witness in
279
00:22:59,190 --> 00:23:04,380
this concern was Donna hare here was a
woman who'd been inside one of NASA's
280
00:23:04,380 --> 00:23:08,220
sanitizing lads
well they regularly remove UFOs and
281
00:23:08,220 --> 00:23:12,929
satellite
spacecraft imagery she was an image
282
00:23:12,929 --> 00:23:17,009
specialist that makes using launched
lines at the time and she said that the
283
00:23:17,009 --> 00:23:21,538
lab she saw was in building eight from
Johnson Space Center and I was
284
00:23:21,538 --> 00:23:24,868
absolutely gobsmacked since amazing I
had a physical location but it's fairly
285
00:23:24,868 --> 00:23:29,488
specific down to the building that the
lab was in she said she'd been little I
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286
00:23:29,489 --> 00:23:33,210
haven't been showing one of the
photographs by one of her colleagues she
287
00:23:33,210 --> 00:23:36,028
shouldn't have really done because that
that should be secret pop-up match it as
288
00:23:36,028 --> 00:23:39,229
well but thank God he did because there
we go
289
00:23:39,229 --> 00:23:41,879
but how did you get into a network like
that
290
00:23:41,878 --> 00:23:46,108
and it turned out to be all too easy far
too easy I wish I hadn't been easy that
291
00:23:46,108 --> 00:23:50,128
I wouldn't be here today computer
communication languages are called
292
00:23:50,128 --> 00:23:55,048
Network protocols the HTTP you using
your web browser is a protocol standing
293
00:23:55,048 --> 00:24:00,148
for hypertext Transfer Protocol your
email service ones entire map which is
294
00:24:00,148 --> 00:24:04,558
internet message access protocol those
protocols for specific jobs as well as
295
00:24:04,558 --> 00:24:10,288
general protocols that provide for
computer to computer communication one
296
00:24:10,288 --> 00:24:14,548
of these general protocols is called
NetBIOS which stands for network basic
297
00:24:14,548 --> 00:24:19,108
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permit system as its name suggests it's
a system that provides basic
298
00:24:19,108 --> 00:24:23,189
input/output across the network for
instance if your office is on a Windows
299
00:24:23,190 --> 00:24:26,879
network when you copy and paste a file
from your machine to a colleague shared
300
00:24:26,878 --> 00:24:31,138
drive its NetBIOS doing all the legwork
and delight both computers to talk to
301
00:24:31,138 --> 00:24:35,128
each other so that's what net price is
for it's for local area networks like
302
00:24:35,128 --> 00:24:40,648
offices or homestay it's not very secure
unfortunately at that time and out of
303
00:24:40,648 --> 00:24:44,699
the box Windows installation
defaulted to using NetBIOS not just
304
00:24:44,700 --> 00:24:49,710
across your home or office network but
also across the internet basically
305
00:24:49,710 --> 00:24:54,569
exposing the network to the world and
one method NetBIOS uses for access to
306
00:24:54,569 --> 00:24:58,710
any network resource is the standard
username and password combination and
307
00:24:58,710 --> 00:25:01,798
the administrator username the
administrator account is the most
308
00:25:01,798 --> 00:25:06,148
powerful account to the PC the part of
the system so it has access to almost
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309
00:25:06,148 --> 00:25:10,108
anything so it was obviously and I had
to scan the JC
310
00:25:10,108 --> 00:25:15,239
Johnson Space Center Network looking for
pcs their septic network connections and
311
00:25:15,239 --> 00:25:19,739
then see if they had either weak
passwords or unset passwords on the
312
00:25:19,739 --> 00:25:23,590
administrator
and it's quite a quick scan he didn't
313
00:25:23,589 --> 00:25:28,599
take long a surprising number of pcs
responded to net buyers probes and also
314
00:25:28,599 --> 00:25:32,079
returned administration administrator
accounts to have no password set not
315
00:25:32,079 --> 00:25:41,019
just a weak password like password
itself literally no password like set up
316
00:25:41,019 --> 00:25:44,918
a tunnel between me and the remote PC
that I could use to install remote
317
00:25:44,919 --> 00:25:48,549
control software a bit like PC anywhere
so it's literally like you're there on
318
00:25:48,548 --> 00:25:51,579
the screen like just sitting at the
monitor at the other computer you could
319
00:25:51,579 --> 00:25:55,808
use the mouse interact with a desktop
session before installing the remote
320
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00:25:55,808 --> 00:26:01,569
control software I first had to find out
which pcs were in building 8 this is
321
00:26:01,569 --> 00:26:06,148
accomplished by using net buyers come on
again to mr. pcs on the remote network
322
00:26:06,148 --> 00:26:09,939
luckily for me
NASA's IT people were very diligence and
323
00:26:09,940 --> 00:26:14,259
their hardware auditing every PC had
location information as well as serial
324
00:26:14,259 --> 00:26:18,220
numbers and alike for two purposes it
didn't take long to compile a list of
325
00:26:18,220 --> 00:26:21,519
building eight machines that also had
illustrator accounts to add no passwords
326
00:26:21,519 --> 00:26:26,970
so I installed the remote control
software the first you see the list
327
00:26:26,970 --> 00:26:32,528
logged on and looked at the desktops
fairly minimal phone call correctly but
328
00:26:32,528 --> 00:26:36,579
had two interesting folders just like
Donna said what was called raw and the
329
00:26:36,579 --> 00:26:40,778
other was called processed or similar
words I can't remember exactly I double
330
00:26:40,778 --> 00:26:44,710
clicked on the wrong folder and there's
a huge list of files many of them being
331
00:26:44,710 --> 00:26:47,409
over 200 megabytes in size which is
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quite large
332
00:26:47,409 --> 00:26:52,539
fucking dial-up days took about five or
six minutes just for one mega thing I
333
00:26:52,538 --> 00:26:56,169
consider transferring a few of the files
in one go but I'd bet suspect one of
334
00:26:56,169 --> 00:27:02,440
them first web file extension but it was
a proprietary desert format not one of
335
00:27:02,440 --> 00:27:06,490
the common common image formats so I
just double clicked one of the files and
336
00:27:06,490 --> 00:27:12,730
the associated imaging software launched
and I waited then I waited and then sort
337
00:27:12,730 --> 00:27:16,480
of lie by line by slave a check I could
hear me started playing on the screen
338
00:27:16,480 --> 00:27:21,880
but it's painfully slow so I shut down
the imaging software I turn the color
339
00:27:21,880 --> 00:27:27,760
down to four bits possibly two bits so
you get a lot less color to the
340
00:27:27,759 --> 00:27:32,319
resolution down I think it's 640 by 480
in order to get a look at this image as
341
00:27:32,319 --> 00:27:34,868
quickly as possible you know low color
low res
342
00:27:34,868 --> 00:27:39,908
and then download it then close the
connection time yeah oh I was gonna
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343
00:27:39,909 --> 00:27:45,159
watch this then transfer across I'll
launch the image again and it was still
344
00:27:45,159 --> 00:27:49,119
painfully slow but it was a few times
faster than it was the first time around
345
00:27:49,118 --> 00:27:52,898
the top second section of the image just
seemed like a buddy through black and
346
00:27:52,898 --> 00:27:59,589
gray but then the hemisphere of a planet
started to appear and began to see like
347
00:27:59,589 --> 00:28:03,579
cloud formations
I don't be seeing any recognizable
348
00:28:03,579 --> 00:28:08,259
terrain or any terrain at all I just
assumed his earth because it was you
349
00:28:08,259 --> 00:28:13,749
know white clouds and the mighty
darkness was obviously the space and
350
00:28:13,749 --> 00:28:20,999
then the craft top of a dome because
although it was classic cigar shaped
351
00:28:20,999 --> 00:28:25,629
they had to be sort of ggz
golf ball you're like radar domes above
352
00:28:25,628 --> 00:28:34,658
and below and no features in the craft
at all no insignia no rivets no seams
353
00:28:34,659 --> 00:28:39,100
no sign of your standard man-made
mannequin actually I've taught face
354
00:28:39,099 --> 00:28:44,709
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smooth what P subject then I jump to my
seat because the mouth started to move
355
00:28:44,710 --> 00:28:48,639
you know on its own it obviously wasn't
moving on its own someone who was
356
00:28:48,638 --> 00:28:53,319
physically at the machine had seen what
I was doing and they moved the mouse
357
00:28:53,319 --> 00:28:57,278
pointer over to the network icon in the
system tray right clicked it and chose
358
00:28:57,278 --> 00:29:01,298
disconnect I couldn't believe as I was
watching I think seeing the whole image
359
00:29:01,298 --> 00:29:06,970
yep and I've been disconnected so that
was my moment but I also lost connection
360
00:29:06,970 --> 00:29:12,069
at the same time but I had seen it I
found exactly what Donna had said would
361
00:29:12,069 --> 00:29:16,538
be there exactly where she said it would
be a sanitizing lab in building a of
362
00:29:16,538 --> 00:29:20,618
Johnson Space Center that processed the
imagery and the first image I looked at
363
00:29:20,618 --> 00:29:24,398
please it's some kind of exotic craft
service it was confirmation in my eyes
364
00:29:24,398 --> 00:29:28,988
his confirmation of Donna's amazing
story I also found another piece of
365
00:29:28,989 --> 00:29:36,129
evidence I think it was on earth a navy
network I remember it's a post a secret
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366
00:29:36,128 --> 00:29:40,808
space fleet theory it was an Excel
spreadsheet entitled non-terrestrial
367
00:29:40,808 --> 00:29:44,288
officers I don't know if that was the
file name or just to title once you're
368
00:29:44,288 --> 00:29:50,319
in there especially
it names ranks ship names listed
369
00:29:50,319 --> 00:29:56,678
material spell the end material meeting
military materials chemicals like exotic
370
00:29:56,679 --> 00:30:01,659
sailing camp was throughout the ship to
ship ship ship transfers and fleet to
371
00:30:01,659 --> 00:30:07,900
fleet transfers yeah quite exotic
document hey there's always like it
372
00:30:07,900 --> 00:30:11,259
found the admin office that was secret
space crow program yet blog to rescue
373
00:30:11,259 --> 00:30:15,069
lot since that google the phrase the
time is nowhere to be found and now if
374
00:30:15,069 --> 00:30:19,230
we place just in connection my story
375
00:30:19,619 --> 00:30:24,639
that's that's still my hard drive in
Washington and the officer the the Oei
376
00:30:24,640 --> 00:30:28,270
the officers Office of Naval
Intelligence I don't think I'll see that
377
00:30:28,269 --> 00:30:34,089
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drive again and just to set a big
straighter I don't remember any of the
378
00:30:34,089 --> 00:30:37,509
ship names you know I've seen a few
people on YouTube and the weapons oh he
379
00:30:37,509 --> 00:30:43,329
saw you know the USS starts and suction
but that's that's not I don't any other
380
00:30:43,329 --> 00:30:56,608
names and that's my story
thank you (The End)
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